
1. General

1.1. These provisions apply to all sales and
delivery of products, materials and services,
unless otherwise explicitly agreed in the
order confirmation.

1.2. General terms and conditions have
been approved and accepted by the client
at his acceptance of the order confirmation
or upon receiving these provisions along
with the order or invoice herefore. All orders
and order conformations must be written
e.g. in a formal document, a mail or
message service using a social media
platform. These terms and conditions
regulate any relationship between MOEBE
and the client unless separately agreed in
writing.

2. Order Confirmation

2.1. MOEBE delivers what is described in the
order confirmation. Delivery time is
estimated and may differ from the order
confirmation. If there is a difference between
the order confirmations, the content of the
latest dated is applicable. MOEBE only
delivers the products specified in the order
confirmation. Any changes made by the
client after accepting the having received the
order confirmation will be paid by the client.
In the event of significant delay, or if a
delivery is made impossible due to force
majeure or other circumstances beyond
MOEBE’s responsibility, such as strikes,
lockouts, fire, lack of transportation or any
circumstances concerning MOEBE ́s
subcontractors, MOEBE is not responsible for
any consequential loss. Any delays, that are
not due to MOEBE’s conditions, does not
entitle the client to cancel the agreement,
unless this is agreed separately between
MOEBE and the client. In case of significant
delays MOEBE will inform the client.

2.2. Order confirmation must be in writing.
MOEBE is solely responsible for the
information that they provide, and
information provided by third parties is not
MOEBE’s responsiblity. The customer is
obliged to check the order confirmation
upon receipt and promptly give written
notice to MOEBE if there are any

discrepancies. Failing this, it is the order
confirmation, which forms the contractual
basis for the agreement.

2.3. MOEBE reserves the right to make
changes in the product until delivery, and in
this case MOEBE guarantees that the
delivered has equivalent functionality, looks
and performance, as what is specified in the
order confirmation. MOEBE also reserves the
right to adjust the prices agreed in the event
of significant changes in exchange rates and
in case of significant price increases in
MOEBE’s suppliers in the time between
ordering and up to the manufacturer’s
acceptance of the order. If there is such a
change MOEBE is obliged to inform the
client. If the adjustments are not acceptable
to the client, the client has the right to cancel
the agreement within 5 days after receiving
the notice.

2.4. After accepting the having received the
order confirmation the client has no right to
cancel the agreement. However MOEBE can,
in writing, declare themselves willing to
cancel the agreement. If so, MOEBE defines
the conditions for the cancelation. For
customized products and products that are
not normally stocked, the products cannot
be returned.

3. Dealer obligations

3.1 The dealer must strive to sell as many
units of MOEBE products as possible.

3.2 The dealer will market the products in a
professional manner and must follow
MOEBE’s reasonable instructions accordingly,
so as to ensure products are presented in
the best possible way without compromising
on quality or price.

3.3 The dealer is free to use MOEBE
marketing materials or own marketing
materials approved by MOEBE.

3.4 The dealer has no right to resell MOEBE
products to other resellers, unless this is
agreed with MOEBE.

3.5 The dealer may not sell MOEBE products
through third party platforms e.g. other
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webshops without prior written consent from
MOEBE.

4. Price and payment terms

4.1. The prices in the order confirmation are
ex VAT and shipping costs, unless otherwise
expressly described in the order
confirmation.

4.2. Invoices shall be paid within 8 days after
receiving the invoice unless otherwise
expressly agreed in the order confirmation.
Due dates are indicated on the invoice. In
case of late payment MOEBE is entitled to
charge 1.5 % of the total cost defined in the
invoice per month from the due date and
add a fee of 10 Euros for each collection
made.

4.3. In case of lacking payment by the client
(but not limited to this), MOEBE is entitled to
withhold further deliveries.

5. Retention of title

5.1. MOEBE owns the products until the
purchase price is fully paid plus any interest
and costs added due to late payment or any
other costs that has been incurred by
MOEBE on behalf of the client.

6. Intellectual property rights

6.1 The full ownership of all intellectual
property rights relating to products, including
patents, designs, trademarks and copyrights
are the property of MOEBE.

6.2. MOEBE owns all rights to the designs
provided to the client unless explicitly agreed
otherwise. This whether the design is
developed by MOEBE alone or in corporation
with the client. This is regardless that the
design may be developed exclusively for one
client only. MOEBE always has the right to
use the design as desired unless explicitly
agreed otherwise.

7. Warranty

7.1. MOEBE provides 12 months warranty on
delivered products.

8. Claims

8.1. Any errors and defects in the delivered
products caused by material or
manufacturing defects, is replaced by
MOEBE within a period of 12 months. Claims
regarding materials, products or services,
including delayed or deficient delivery shall
be made in writing within 8 days after the
invoice date.

8.2. If the claim is made within the above
mention period of time, MOEBE will repair or
replace the product within a reasonable
time. The client must send the defect
product to MOEBE for examination and
replacement.

9. Limitation of Liability

9.1. MOEBE is in no way responsible for any
loss of profit, loss of revenue, or any other
direct or indirect losses that the client might
suffer from.

MOEBE cannot be held responsible for items
that are sold out, delays, price changes or
errors.

Furthermore MOEBE is not responsible for
damages or injuries related to the use of a
product where the damage or injury occurs
as a result of using the product in
conjunction with other products or
accessories, which directly or indirectly
affect the function of the product. MOEBE
shall not be liable for errors that occur as a
result of the client’s, it’s employees or any
third party’s use, change or intervention in
the product that is not made in accordance
to it’s normal/defined use.

9.2. MOEBE can under no circumstances be
held responsible for any compensation that
exceeds the customer’s total payment
pursuant to the order confirmation/invoice.

9.3 Pursuant to sale of Goods Act: Moebe
shall not be held liable for personal injury or
property damage if the injury or damage is
comprised by the regulations of the Act on
Product Liability. MOEBE shall not be held
liable for any other forms og injury or damage.
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